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Pages 105 and 106 from, Why We Dream: The Transformative Power of Our Nightly 

Journey, Alice Robb, 2018. 

 

Unless we are contestants on Survivor or The Hunger Games, threats in modern life 

tend to be less dramatic than a life-or death maze, and we have the anxiety dreams to 

match. The exam dream - in which a dreamer finds herself woefully unprepared, and 

perhaps undressed, for an important test- is the prototypical modern-human version of 

the racing-rat or hunting-cat dream. Even if she fails in the dream, the test seems 

familiar in real life - and the illusion of familiarity can translate into a real advantage. 

My own exam dreams are simultaneously boring to reproduce and pulse-quickening to 

remen1ber. “I'm leaving the test centre and realize I forgot to write any essays.” “I'm 

taking my exams and then I remember I'm not wearing pants.” These nightmares come 

years after I've left school, but they pop up when I'm worried about something else, 

like a looming deadline or the reception of a story I'm about to publish. Some 

psychologists believe that in times of stress, we dream about exams that we actually 

succeeded in; our brains are reminding us of a time when we prevailed over something 

we had feared, boosting our confidence in real life. In his own anxiety dreams, Freud 

relived his botany and chemistry exams, which he had passed, rather than the medical-

law exam he had failed. In reality, I wore clothes to my college finals and didn't leave 

them blank. But mulling over the worst-case scenarios in the light of day forces me to 

recognize how unlikely, even ridiculous, they are; confronting them saps them of their 

power to terrify, even makes me laugh. I wake with a sigh of relief- no matter how 

unprepared I feel for this meeting, at least I won't turn up naked. However poorly this 

article lands, I won't have to reapply to college. Whatever my editor thinks of my draft, 

he isn't going to send it to all of my exes for comment. Nor is he likely to invoke a 

secret demon clause that allows him to impersonate a demon and cancel my contract. 

 

In 2014, researchers from the Sorbonne, led by neurologist Isabelle Arnulf, contacted 

thousands of aspiring doctors on the day they were scheduled to take their medical 

school entrance exam. Nearly three-quarters of the students said they had dreamed 
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about the exam at least once over the course of the semester, and almost all of those 

dreams had been nightmares: they got lost on their way to the test centre, found it 

impossible to decipher the test questions, or realized they were writing in invisible ink. 

When Arnulf compared students’ dreaming patterns to their grades, she discovered a 

striking relationship: students who dreamed more often about the test performed better 

in real life. Most suggestive, all of the top five students had encountered some exan1-

related obstacle in their dreams, like sleeping through their alarm or running out of 

time. “Negative anticipation may serve to optimise daytime performance, as in how a 

chess player imagines all possible moves, particularly the moves leading to a loss, 

before selecting and playing the better move,” she wrote. “The contrast between the 

horrible situations experienced in dreams (appendicitis, lateness, impossibility of 

competing) and the more casual reality (good health, appropriate timing and tools) the 

next morning may desensitize the students to anxiety, which can be reassuring and 

beneficial for competition.” 
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Words/phrases: 

Prototypical    the original or normal form of something 

Pulse-quickening   something scary/exciting, makes heart beat quickly 

Mulling over    to think about something for a while 

Invoke a secret demon clause means an agreement (clause) to be allowed to be evil! 

Most suggestive of all  the most interesting/important point 

Contexts: 

What types of TV program do you think Survivor and the Hunger Games are? 

Action / Thriller / Full of danger and excitement  

In a sentence, explain what racing-rat type dreams are: 

Racing-rat dreams: well no clear answer! But, rat in dreams may mean (1) feelings of doubts, greed, 

guilt, unworthiness and envy. Alternatively, (2) a rat denotes decay, dirtiness, and death too. 

In a sentence, explain what hunting-cat type dreams are: 

Hunting-cat dreams: well no clear answer! But, cats in dreams may mean (1) femininity, softness, 

(2) an independent spirit and creativity or, alternatively (3), misfortune, vulnerability and bad luck. 

What is the point being made about Freud’s exam-related anxiety dreams? 

Freud would have nightmares about the exams he passed (botany and chemistry) not the 

one he failed (medical-law) – it is said nightmares about exams may help you pass exams.  

What is the possible benefit of having ‘negative anticipation’? 

Negative anticipation – “may serve to optimise daytime performance” – this means that having 

nightmares about important things (worrying about them whilst sleeping) may help you overcome 

them when you are awake – if you worry about an important test, you might pass that test.  

Why do you think that so many people dream that they are suddenly naked in public? 

[Free Answer] self-image – being body conscious (happy/unhappy) – humiliation/shame 
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The purpose of this extract was: 

a. Discus why it is so embarrassing to dream/imagine yourself naked in public? 

 

b. To discuss the author’s fears of exams 

 

c. To discuss a new article the author is bout to publish 

 

d. To highlight some interesting research 

 

e. To discuss the author’s most usual nightmare 

 

The referenced research: 

When was the research conducted and by who? 

2014. Isabelle Arnulf of Sorbonne University (and others)  

What was the research study’s sample and size? 

Students training to be doctors | “thousands” 

What were the study’s key findings? 

1. Students who dreamed more often about the test performed better in real life.  

2. The top five students had encountered some exan1-related obstacle in their dreams. 

What conclusions were drawn from these findings? 

1. Negative anticipation (during nightmares) may help improve daytime performance 

2. The contrast between the horrible situations experienced in dreams (fatal illness) and 

the more casual reality (minor headache) the next morning may protect people from 

anxiety, which can be beneficial in terms of e.g., exam performance. 


